
Lacey United Methodist Church is making plans to begin reopening for Worship services and other 

activities, as COVID-19 occurrences and restrictions continue to abate in New Jersey.  The Greater 

New Jersey Conference of the United Methodist Church (GNJ) office has issued guidelines for 

LUMC, and other Methodist churches, to do this, drawing upon information and guidance from the 

State of New Jersey and from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). Our insurance carrier has also 

provided reopening guidance.  

The overall GNJ goal is that Methodist churches may reopen in ways that allow them to “Spread the 

Good News of Jesus Christ as together we flatten COVID-19 and ensure zero infections are spread 

by United Methodist activity.”  GNJ has also stated that reopening may only occur (1) after the 

governor indicates churches may begin to gather, (2) as each church has a plan, and (3) the plan is 

approved by church council.  

An LUMC Transition Team is developing a plan.  Reopening will call upon each of us to adjust how 

we come together for everything we do that is “church.”  Here are some of the issues that each of us 

will have to consider and put into practice as we do this:  

The Worship space, or the activity space, to be used will need to be cleaned/disinfected before each 

use.  For this reason, restrooms may not be generally available.  Each of us will need to assess 

whether or not we come to the Worship space, giving consideration to our age and any health issues 

that may leave us at risk for infection or for serious effects, if infected (CDC indicates individuals 65 or 

older and those with serious lung, heart, kidney and liver disease, diabetes, severe obesity, or who 

are immunocompromised to be at high risk). For those choosing to remain at home, our Facebook 

live-stream of Sunday Worship will continue.  

Those choosing to come to church will need to accept that former parking practices may change and 

entering the church will likely be conditioned upon using a mask, for the protection of our friends as 

well as ourselves; using hand sanitizer or gloves, and touching door knobs and surfaces as little as 

possible, if at all; and being escorted to seating where we are to observe social distancing for the 

service. Initially, there may not be singing, and hymnals, bibles and other items which could be 

handled will be absent from the pews; however, the Transition Team is considering options for 

hymnal and Bible use. Also, to avoid handling materials, we expect to not distribute bulletins.  And at 

the close of service, we may be escorted as we leave, and time for conversation, contact and 

fellowship will be discouraged on church property.  

When New Jersey announces that worship services may resume, we expect that we will have to limit 

the number of people who may attend. Current NJ guidance is that there may be no more than 10 

persons in the Worship space, and that would include Pastor, Music Director, video and projection 

technicians, and ushers. That allows for about 4 people in the seats, likely not a practical number for 

reopening the Worship space. We anticipate that LUMC will wait for the limit to be 25 persons, or 

more, before reopening. And, to the extent possible, we may consider using a portion of Fellowship 

Hall to add to our capacity limit. If more persons choose to come to Worship than our limit allows, we 

may have to ask them to please come to the service on the Facebook live-stream. 

We realize that all these conditions may take away from the Worship experience to which we have 

grown accustomed. Nevertheless, these are the conditions we now must work with. And conditions 

may change. We ask for your patience, your prayers and your comments/suggestions as we move 

forward through this time together.   

For the Transition Team, 

Peace, Rich Rosfjord   Chair, LUMC Church Council 


